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The 2016 NYOW Residency was run at our usual
venue of Trinity St David, Lampeter between the 25th
July and the 5th August. For the first four days our
members worked with their sectional tutors, a
fabulous team of professional musicians with many of
them being former members and all prominent
figures in the orchestral world. Day five saw the arrival
of Maestro Carlo Rizzi, who with a glint in his eye said
he was going to start with Ein Heldenleben before
asking me how long I thought it would be before he
had to stop. To the Orchestra's immense credit he
didn't have to stop at all, a full run through of this epic
piece and Maestro's pleasure was clear to see – he
had a fantastic platform on which to work over the
next few days.
As in 2012 Carlo worked extremely well with the
Orchestra, the rapport was immediate and Carlo's
musicality and way of working was really appreciated
by the members. Our members thrive on being
treated like professionals and Carlo worked them
hard, asking a lot of them but always getting a positive
response. By the time the concert tour came around,
the orchestra was sounding as good as I've ever heard
it.
This year’s concerts were held in St David's Cathedral
– where we closed the Fishguard International Music
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Festival with a sell-out concert - Venue Cymru in
Llandudno and St David's Hall. Audiences across the
board were extremely positive about the Orchestra's
playing.
The Orchestra thoroughly enjoyed playing the Bartok
(Concerto for Orchestra) and the Strauss (Ein
Heldenleben) as well as the piece commissioned to
celebrate the Orchestra's 70th Anniversary - A Fanfare
for our Youth – written by former member Gareth
Wood and generously paid for by the Friends of the
NYOW.
Feedback from our members has been fantastic. As
ever they love being able to work with conductors of
the calibre of Carlo and play iconic repertoire such as
Bartok Concerto for Orchestra and Ein Heldenleben to
such a high standard.
I would like to thank the Friends and the committee in
particular for their continued support of the NYOW.
The money offered each year continues to be a vital
element to our annual income and goes towards the
hire of music and venues, providing bursaries where
required and of course the sponsoring of the annual
Friends which this year was awarded to a young cellist
from Swansea, Carys Hall. Your work is very much
appreciated.
Here's to another successful year in 2017!

NYOW & BBC NOW
Collaboration
Just a few weeks ago, fifty members of the NYOW
joined forces again with members of the BBC NOW for
another of our regular collaborations. The Halloween
themed family concert offered the opportunity to
rehearse and perform a wide range of spooky

repertoire from Verdi's Dies Irae and Carmina Burana
to Ghostbusters! The collaboration was conducted by
Rebecca Miller who worked extremely well with the
combined orchestra to bring out both the music and
the sense of fun to the concert.
The BBC National Orchestra of Wales do Family
Concerts extremely well and our players thoroughly
enjoyed not only working so closely with their
professional counterparts, but also performing in an
environment where they had to cope with strange
lighting, theatrical smoke, costumes and make-up!
Not to mention having the rare opportunity of

performing to a packed St David's Hall, complete with
noisy children enjoying the music and crying babies!
What was particularly pleasing this year was how
much trust the BBC players had in our wind and brass
players with many of the solos in the music being
taken on by our members. Our principal oboe even
gave the A!
All in all it was a great project to be involved in and we
look forward to working with the BBC on plans for the
next collaboration.

Creepy cellos and bloodcurdling brass at the Halloween Spooktacular
concert in St. David’s Hall, Cardiff in collaboration with BBC National
Orchestra of Wales

An appeal for wider
recognition of the
NYOW
Jeff Lloyd, who first joined the National
Youth Orchestra of Wales in 1956 and later
became its leader, has been a lifelong
supporter and advocate of the orchestra. In
his letter to the Western Mail he once again
argues passionately for wider recognition of
the orchestra’s achievements. Anyone who
was present at last summer’s concert in St.
David’s Hall could hardly fail to agree with
his report on the extraordinary quality of the
orchestra’s performance.
As for Jeff’s comments on the WRU and
rugby academies it should not be forgotten
that important as sport is for the

well-being of society it can’t be denied that
music plays a no less important role. After
all, there aren’t many seventy year olds who
could get their heads down in a scrum and
survive an eighty-minute game of rugby. On
the other hand there are many musicians
well into their eighth decade – both amateur
and professional – who still enjoy active
participation in music-making, whether it be
in a choir, a brass band, a string quartet or
symphony orchestra! Politicians and those
who hold the purse strings please take note.
Funding for the musical education of young
people is not a luxury add-on but a basic
essential in any civilized society

Western Mail
Saturday 10th September 2016

Members of last summer’s horn section in rehearsal at Venue Cymru, Llandudno
From the left: Teresa Ludenbach, Erin Hassan, Branwen Thistlewood, Jack
Sewter (principal)

Members of the viola section – Phoebe Williams on the left and Mabon Llyr on
the right. In the centre – Emma Joseph – second violin

NYOW’s first foreign tour
Noreen Harris, secretary of The Friends of the
Nash, recalls the NYOW’s first foreign tour.
Noreen was a violinist who hailed from Ferndale.
She was Noreen Jones back then, and her name
is included in the list on the programme
reproduced below. Like so many others of that
earlier generation she has continued to enjoy
making music right up to the present day. Like
her contemporary Jeff Lloyd, Noreen is a staunch
supporter of The Friends and has served on the
committee for many years.
In the 70th anniversary year I thought it might be
interesting to write about the very first visit abroad by
the orchestra. This was in 1957, to Holland. At that
time very few of us had ever been abroad. We set off
from Harwich to the Hook of Holland on a very windy
day so the crossing was horrendous. However, when
we got there we were taken to Rotterdam where we
were farmed out to householders who were willing to
give us hospitality. Rotterdam was a shock, the centre
of it was still in ruins after the war. Now bearing in
mind that most of Wales outside the cities had had
little damage done from air raids and that to us the
war was a fairly distant memory, this was amazing.
Holland of course had been occupied during the war
and to the Dutch (and now in retrospect to me) very
little time had elapsed from 1945 to 1957. They
proudly showed us (by boat) the newly reconstructed
Rotterdam docks which went on for miles and miles
culminating in a memorial sculpture of a full-sized
prow of a ship. I wonder if it is still there. They had
concentrated on the rebuilding of the docks as first
priority to get going again.
I say that the centre of Rotterdam was in ruins but
one brick building had been newly constructed and it
turned out to be a night club! the more adventurous
of us spent a couple of evenings there being
entertained by a Romanian gypsy violinist (or so he
said) playing a Stradivarius (was it I wonder?). Some of
the lads gave a rendition of the Gendarmes’ song and
they were rewarded with silver ash trays. Do you still
have yours?
The whole trip was very well organised, I am looking
now at the programme. There were concerts in
Rotterdam (in the Zoo with some very noisy animals),
Leerdam and Nijmegen. In Nijmegen we were walked

along the famous bridge to the newly rebuilt Town
hall where we were addressed by very tearful
burgermasters who reminded us that Welsh soldiers
had liberated the town in 1945. My own brother had
been one of them. In Leerdam we were given glass
hyacinth flasks from their factory. The concert in the
evening was attended by a whole detachment of
Dutch Air Force who marched to the hall with oil
lanterns - we heard their boots from a long distance
away.
Other memories were of being taken by our landlady
(who spoke no English) to a public bath house. We
were mystified about going on a two mile long walk
carrying towels soap and shampoo - never heard of a
public bath house before! She served us one day with
some pink meat - on enquiry to her teenage daughter,
who spoke four languages (much to our shame) we
were informed that it was horse - oh dear, the shock!
There was a hurried exchange between them and the
daughter announced that it was beef steak!
On looking again at the programme I am reminded
that it was well thought out with a variety of
interesting and challenging music and the audiences
were very appreciative indeed. Is it my memory at
fault or do I remember a particularly noisy elephant in
Rotterdam Zoo?
We were given lots of trips around the country. One
abiding memory was that the road verges were
planted with vegetables right up to the tarmac - I have
been to Holland recently and there is now no sign of
that. There were bikes everywhere in numbers we
had never seen before.
So soon after the war it was a tremendous piece of
organisation to set up concerts, accommodation and
transport for such a large number of spirited
teenagers, but what a huge lesson for us about the
universal message of music. The WJEC were to be
congratulated - there seemed to be much more
money devoted to music education then - most of us
would not have afforded to pay but we were
ambassadors from Britain to Europe in the wake of its
ruin and I am sure that we were an inspiration.

If you were there, please give us some
more thoughts about it and encourage
those others that you know to join the
Friends, we must help to keep the NYOW
going if at all possible.

NYOW 2016 leader - Bethan Allmand
presenting Carlo Rizzi with a gift from
the orchestra. This was Bethan’s last
year with the orchestra. Our warmest
congratulations to her on the dazzling
quality of her solo playing in Ein
Heldenleben. It’s doesn’t get any
better than that!

Cellist Cerys Hall from Swansea is
seen here receiving the Friends’
Prize from Carlo Rizzi. This was only
her second year with the orchestra
and it is to be hoped that she will
enjoy many more in the future.

More quotes from members of the 2016 NYOW
“NYOW 2016 was an amazing opportunity, not only to develop further as a musician but to work with other
like-minded young people from all over Wales.”
“A wonderful opportunity that I am grateful for and will remember for a long time to come! The NYOW is
an ensemble that plays at the highest level, and it is a privilege to perform with them.”

“I had an incredible time with NYOW. My violin skills were pushed and I felt that my playing improved
dramatically over the course. I also gained a lot of confidence playing such challenging repertoire with such
a talented orchestra. Aside from the rehearsals, the social aspect was great fun and I met some brilliant
people. Everything was so well organised and this was down to the amazing staff, tutors and welfare team.
I loved my time with the orchestra and hope to return next year!”

“I am extremely grateful for the incredible opportunity NYOW has given me over the years to perform
amazing music with an orchestra of the highest standard while making lifelong friends. The residency is
always the highlight of my year and I will really miss being a member of this wonderful orchestra.”

NYOW 2016

